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Supportive materials for an advanced assessment of SDGs in a VUCA world -

AIM
This document presents supportive material for readers of chapter 4 of the ‘Principles of
Sustainable Business’ book. It provides support for scoring wickedness scales, in-class
discussions and further research on how to deal with SDGs – while keeping track of relevant
dimensions of the VUCA world. It provides input for filling out the analytical model that was
presented in section 4.5 (Figure 4.1).
This document presents
(1) the analytical model that can help making a dynamic analysis of the SDGs;
(2) fiches that should facilitate in-class discussion on how to interpret each item scale further
supported by (a) considering relevant trends and (b) providing illustrative SDG cases;
Examples of posters made by student on each of the 17 SDGs can be found on this website
under ‘cases/posters: SDGs’. Students applied the core of the analytical model (wickedness
and trend analysis), while using principles of inter-rater reliability, peer review, wisdom of
the crowd and sociocracy (explained in chapter 4).
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1. Introduction: what can we know about the SDGs in a VUCA world?
It can be argued that we tend to know more about structural and generative complexities
surrounding the SDGs, then we know about their dynamic, communicative and societal
complexities. How interdependencies, varying paces of development and diverse frames are
linked and affect other complexity dimensions, is still largely obscure. Often, this can only be
explored and experienced from actual interventions. But what a ‘relevant’ intervention is,
depends on the nature of the problem, which in turn hinges on the levels of complexity and
ambiguities involved. In a VUCA world, Complexity creates Ambiguity – and vice versa.
Ambiguity is a driving force behind Volatility and hence affects both the direction and pattern
of developments (trends). Volatility generates further Uncertainty, notably with regard to
choosing proper approaches deemed best suited for reaching selected SDG-targets (Figure 1).
This ‘CAVU’ interaction is circular, can be self-reinforcing, and eventually defines the ‘levels
of intervention’ that need to be taking into account when addressing the SDGs as an
opportunity, rather than a problem only (which is the topic of chapter 5).
Figure 1 VUCA and the SDGs: What explains levels of wickedness

Acting on the SDGs in a VUCA-context hence implies that sufficient analytical, conceptual and
empirical attention is given to each of the elements of this CAVU interaction. Basically, this
relates to iteratively exploring: (1) What is the nature of the problem (navigating the ten
dimensions of Complexity and related Ambiguities, see Table 4.3 and Scoreboard #1 in chapter
4 of the book); (2) What are trends that delineate the Volatility of the issue; and (3) What kind
of approaches are needed that can help mitigate the level of Uncertainty (Table 1).
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Table 1 Navigating questions in assessing the wickedness of an SDG (target)
1. What is the nature of
the problem?

Simple Complex Wicked
[]---[]---[]---[]---[]---[]---[]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

C
A

What type of Complexity needs to be addressed: is the
problem a sign of an (urgent) incident, a temporary (shortterm) problem, or of systemic (longer-term) failure?
What type of Ambiguity prevails and why: knowledge,
predictive and/or intervention ambiguity? Is there sufficient
knowledge and definitional clarity? Can we distinguish
causalities, correlations, know the likelihood of events
(reliable/probable, less reliable/less probable predictions) and
account for unintended consequences? What degree of
intervention ambiguity exists and why?

2. What are trends?

V

What are trends that define the Volatility of the issue: has the
problem been growing or declining over the 2000-recent
period? What is the shape of identifiable trends: linear,
circular, U-Shaped, S-shaped, erratic, exponential? Are
interests converging or diverging around the issue? Are
effective governance measures in place to channel the
problem?

3. What uncertainties
need to be addressed?

U

What type of Uncertainty needs to be addressed and by
whom? Is it clear who bears primary responsibility and who is
willing and capable to take up responsibility?

2. SDG Fiches Collection
Supportive fiches have been elaborated not only for enabling general assessments per item
scale, but also to inspire a more dynamic analysis and a first suggestion what exemplary SDGs
might be selected that are particularly instructive for this particular scale. Notice, however, that
all scales have to be applied in case of a full swing SDG analysis (Figure 1). We selected
exemplary SDGs per item scale, for illustrative purposes of teachers or for further discussion
in class. In class the specific item scale and the coverage of specific (knowledge, predictive and
intervention) ambiguities can then also be illustrated by looking at the exemplary SDGs as
selected for this Fiche. The fiches – in particular the V and the U dimension - are intended to
serve as educational material, as guiding questions, and thus as heuristic starting point for
discussion. They do not claim to be completely validated by research
➢ Structural complexity: multi-dimensional (Fiche #1), Multi-level (Fiche #2)
➢ Generative complexity: Multi-cause (Fiche #3), Multi-effect (Fiche #4)
➢ Dynamic complexity: Multi-directional (Fiche #5), Multi-paced (Fiche #6)
➢ Communicative complexity: Multi-frames (Fiche #7), Multi-source (Fiche #8)
➢ Societal complexity: Multi-stakeholder (Fiche #9), Multi-responsibility (Fiche #10)
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Fiche #1. Multi-dimensional
CA:
Nature

The extent to which the problem is systemic in nature
•

•
•

V:
Trends

U:
Illustrative
SDGs

The more each of the PESTEL dimensions (Political, Economic, Social,
Technological, Environmental, Legal) has to be taken into account, the more the
problem is a sign of ‘systemic failure’ rather than an incident;
Relevant dimensions are also situational: every specific situation creates a
distinct context in which dimensions play out (cf. Remington-Doucette, 2013);
Knowledge ambiguity prevails: reductionist/too narrow definitions preclude
relevant dimensions; multiple definitions of the problem encompass different
(sets of) dimensions; alternative measures introduced over the years stress
alternative (sets of) dimensions.

In understanding trends on this SDGs, high levels of knowledge ambiguity
persist; the wickedness of the issue increases if the trends cannot be fully
understood (in either metrics chosen); is the phenomenon that is chosen to
indicate the issue sign of an incident or a more fundamental systems crisis?
• SDG8: what defines relevant growth? What are decent jobs and who is
responsible for creating them?
• SDG16: what defines peace and justice? What aspects of institutions are
relevant for sustainable development: formal or informal institutions and
who should be held accountable for each dimension?
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Fiche #2. Multi-level
CA:
Nature

The extent and scale to which the impact of the problem manifests itself at
different levels (micro-meso-macro)
•
•

•

The nature of the nexus between micro and macro developments defines the complexity
of the problem;
Knowledge ambiguity prevails: most databases focus on the macro level, making it
difficult to consider the nexus between macro-and micro, and to assess micro strategies
amidst a ‘dynamic system’;
Predictive ambiguity: increasing volatility and uncertainty on the institutional set-up of
the global economy can be observed at the global and regional level, with uncertain
consequences at country/city or organizational (micro) level. To what extent can
unintended (positive/ negative) consequences at all levels be identified or anticipated?

•
V:
Trends

U:
Illustrative
SDGs

Intervention ambiguity: at what level should action be undertaken and in what sequence
(‘bottom up’ /’top down’)?
Macro-trends on many SDGs and many SDG targets can be downloaded from the various UN
databases. National statistics help in distinguishing further patterns and trends. Macro and
micro trends can point in different directions in case of trade-offs between the different levels:
if positive employment growth for instance goes at the expense of the quality of specific jobs
in specific regions (due to lower wages). The gain of one country can also be achieved at the
expense of the gains of companies in another country (for instance because of protectionist
policies).

•

•

•

•

SDG7: whereas in the past energy and other utility provisions were
organized in centralized networks, can we particularly in this sector
observe a trend towards de-centralization (comparable also to
decentralization in areas like health, SDG3 and food provision SDG2).
Energy cooperatives and other local initiatives are created that form an
alternative to the
SDG12: the organization of value chains has become increasingly global,
but the consequences of the problems and opportunities created by these
value chains are always local. To what extent is it possible to organize
completely ‘fair’ value chains in which all actors earn a ‘living wage’?
What about the distribution of profits and risks in international chains? Is
a circular value chain that is locally organized always better than a global
value chain?
SDG 13: is the typical example of a future ‘global’ problem that can only
be observed at the moment in local manifestations. The dispute is
consequently who should take up responsibility for issues: individual
consumers, governments, companies and at what level: local, regional,
global?
SDG16 and SDG17: these SDGs are primarily elaborated at the global
and national level. But how do multilateral arrangements on development
aid for instance, play out at the local level? How well is funding for
instance spread to those regions and people that really need it? Can
partnerships for the goals be implemented in an increasingly VUCA world
– which is characterized by increasing volatility in the prospect of creating
institutional stability and predictability?
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Fiche #3. Multi-Cause
CA:
Nature

The number of identifiable/ assumed root causes that underlie the problem
•
•
•

•
•

V:
Trends
U:
Illustrative
SDGs

The greater the number of root causes underlying a problem, the greater the
level of complexity
Is it possible to identify specific nexus dimensions (interrelated root causes)?
Can differences in strength /dominance between (root)causes be identified?
Knowledge ambiguity: internally-conflicting interdependencies and multiple
causes make many of the topics covered by the SDGs hard to unambiguously
define and measure;
Predictive ambiguity: what would happen if no action is taken? Can we know
what (root) causes will have the strongest effect on shaping and driving future
events?
Intervention ambiguity: Many responses to sustainable development problems
have irreversible consequences and create path dependencies. To what extent
can the proposed change be undone? Is it possible to learn by trial and error
and create feed-back loops?

What is the direction of change for more systemic causes of specific
problems? Is it possible to distinguish between incidents and long-wave
developments?
• SDG8: controversy over the systemic roots of the problem of poor jobs:
the nature of the industrial revolution; role of technological innovation
(robotics); the total size of job available; the displacement effect of a
competitive economy?
• SDG10: root causes of economic inequality in wages for instance are
highly context dependent; why does a bus driver in India – with a
comparable schooling - have less income and opportunities than e.g. a
bus driver in France?
• SDG15: “the condition and trend of a wildlife population are a result of
interactions among the prior population, habitat, weather, predators,
disease, off-site factors, and chance events. Resource managers can
influence only some of these factors, and scientists only vaguely
understand how they all operate together to affect a population outcome
for many, if not most, species. Most of what affects wild plant and animal
populations, falls into the arena of uncertainty and unknowns”
(Salwasser, 2004, 9).
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Fiche #4. Multi-Effect
CA:
Nature

The number and scale of symptoms that can be attributed to the problem
•

•

•

•
•

V:
Trends

U:
Illustrative
SDGs

Make a mind-map: every symptom is an effect of something else. Wicked
problems create unpredictable consequences and side-effects. Define the extent
to which ripple effects have to be taken into account.
Knowledge ambiguity: relates to linking specific symptoms with assumed causes
(for instance, the discussion on the extent to which global warming is ‘manmade’); how ‘hard’ is the linkage (causalities, correlations, the influence of
unknown intermediate variables).
Knowledge ambiguity: Ripple effects and unstable ‘end-states’ (definitive
resolution) make it difficult to define benchmarks for success; index indicators
prevail, whereas a dashboard approach for monitoring is more sophisticated; the
more indicators are not known or not well-developed, the greater the generative
uncertainty, the more complex the issue becomes.
Predictive ambiguity: the degree to which unintended consequences can appear
(where and when); positive or negative feedback loops; dampened or reinforced
effects.
Intervention ambiguity: How short-term action and long-term consequences
relate is difficult to predict. Where to intervene in the cause-effect chain/loop of
events to: (i) stop the sprawling of further negative effects, (ii) leverage beneficial
effects so as to scale positive impact.

What is available and feasible: trend analysis on the basis of one symptom –
that can be measured over longer periods of time – or on the basis of more
qualitative measures and narrative that show a more holistic picture of trends
(including perception measures and surveys)
• SDG2: to what extent does the food system in the world represent systemic
failure, witnessing parallel symptoms like: increasing hunger, waste,
obesity, food desert, speculation on spot markets for foods.
• SDG13: is there room for denial? And how influential is it for the
willingness to consider all relevant symptoms?
• SDG14: one of the biggest challenges of life below water is that large parts
of the oceans are ‘unregulated’; they are often beyond our observations
and nobody can be held directly responsible; the greater this ‘common
pool’ problem is (plastic soup, overfishing) the more pervasive the
symptoms of the problem become.
• SDG 15: to what extent can biodiversity be properly measured and should
they be linked for instance to the discourse on ‘natural capital’ which
defines a more corporate approach to life on land? To what extent can a
poor score on SDG15 (for instance in escalating desertification) be treated
as the ‘canary in the mine’: a symptom of more structural and systemic
causes of the problem?
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Fiche # 5. Multi-directional
CA:
Nature

Extent of variety in the nature of interactions and interdependencies between
elements
•

•
•

V:
Trends

•

U:
Illustrative
SDGs

•

•

•

Parts within a system can show different dynamics that head in different
directions. To what extent can divergent, convergent, erratic, iterative patterns
be identified?
Predictive ambiguity: to what extent can we anticipate convergence,
fragmentation, critical mass or tipping points?
Intervention ambiguity: Complexity theory scholars consider sustainable
systems as dynamic, complex and adaptive: the conditions for sustainable
development continuously change over time and targets of decision constantly
morph and move.

Can clear trends be distinguished? The extent to which elements show
divergent, convergent, iterative and/or erratic patterns over time is an
indication of what?
SDG 2: in 2019, the FAO stated that ‘hunger is on the rise again’ (chapter
3); but the same applies for the issue of ‘obesity’, whilst at the same time
major breakthroughs can be witnessed in biotechnology and efficient
agriculture; to what extent are developments going in various directions
and how are these trends influenced by what causes? For instance can
you predict the role of spot markets in world food production: what is the
extent of food as a ‘speculation’ topic in global value chains? If you
cannot predict the direction of change, the problem gets increasingly
wicked.
SDG6 and 9: two countries provide contrasting views on the same dam
project. Take the ‘Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam” for instance. In
2018 Egypt and Ethiopia supplied their Voluntary National Report
(VNR) on the SDGs. Egypt – a downstream country – presented the
adverse impacts of the dam, while Ethiopia – the upstream country and
location of the dam – called it an ‘oustanding example’ of infrastructure
investment.
SDG12: responsible production and consumption: circular or linear;
what direction prevails?
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Fiche # 6. Multi-paced
CA:
Nature

The dynamics of the problem that result from differences in pace (e.g. nonlinearity; non-synchronicity, non-continuity)
•
•

•

•

•

V:
Trends

•
•

U:
Illustrative
SDGs

•

•

•

The greater the variety in dynamics, the greater the level of complexity;
To what extent can momentum and acceleration (sense of urgency), or inertia
(paralysis, denial) be identified, and how does this affect the dynamics of the
problem?
Knowledge ambiguity: Should some goals and targets be prioritized over others in
time to leverage overall impact? How exactly does inequality (as a form of nonsynchronicity) between regions, countries, stakeholder groups affect the overall pace
of progress?
Predictive ambiguity: How immediate is the sense of urgency? The more slowmoving an issue is, the less likely it is that societal actors will take immediate action.
How do incidents or immediate crises deviate attention from slow-moving, yet
potentially more disastrous developments?
Intervention ambiguity: What are effective (institutional) enablers for accelerating
synchronized, concerted action? The pace of approaches is heavily influenced by
context and strength of interest groups. “A solution that is good enough for one place
and time might not be good enough for another. (…) Consequently, the pace with
which even the same approaches can be implemented can differ substantially”
(Remington Doucette, 2013).

Pace and direction of change can be explained by a sense of urgency,
leading to either immediate change, inertia or even denial (in case of a
‘slow’ and ‘abstract’ crisis like climate
Shape of the curve: are there indications already that the curve of one
trend is changing shape, in what direction (exponential growth, Ushape, S-shape)?
Crisis-sensitive SDGs present particular urgency challenges: SDG2
(famines, poisoned food), SDG3 (dying children), SDG6 (death from
water contamination), SDG7 (death due to indoor air pollution),
SDG12 (industrial incident in supply chain: Bhopal, Rana Plaza), or
SDG 15 (massive death rates due to plastics in fish or massive public
outrage raised by shark-vin fishing techniques).
SDG 8: the idea of an Ecological Kuznets Curve (chapter 2) reveals
the policy choice to prioritize economic growth over addressing
ecological issues; but how well developed is this model; is it based on
realistic assumptions? Furthermore: the dominant frame is still
considered to be ‘economic growth’. But is actually “Prosperity
without growth” part of a transition to a really sustainable economy?
(Jackson, 2008).
SDG13: problems of climate change show exponential growth patterns
over time; to what extent is that curve influenced by the size and
importance of climate deniers in the world (for instance in leading
countries and the pace of adoption of international treaties such as the
Paris Agreement in national policy measures?
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Fiche #7. Multi-Frames
CA:
Nature

The number of competing explanations and understandings (alternative
truths)
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

V:
Trends

•
•

U:
Illustrative
SDGs

•
•

•

What alternative narratives exist, to what extent do these diverge or overlap and to
what extent do they represent different worldviews, values, norms?
Can the challenge be framed as a positive or negative frame? What prevails in the
popular discourse: doom scenarios or opportunity-driven frames?
Knowledge ambiguity: Disagreement among stakeholders on what frame to adopt
often reflects the different emphasis they place on the various causal factors (# 3) and
anticipated consequences (# 4);
Knowledge ambiguity in the perception of a factual status of the problem feeds into
the wickedness of the issue. It adds further complexity to the other nine dimensions;
Intervention ambiguity: the extent to which the issue is framed in terms of trade-offs
and either-or approaches often leads to unproductive and polarized debates;
Knowledge and intervention ambiguity: experts and stakeholders often see the issue
from different worldviews and problem definitions. Can both be right? Can a
synthesis be found between different worldviews, values and approach to the
challenges (paradox thinking)?
Intervention ambiguity: sizable definition problems appear for concepts like
‘poverty’, ‘biodiversity’, ‘fair’, ‘inclusiveness’ – concepts that all are part and parcel
of the language surrounding the SDGs. Disagreement among stakeholders (# 9) often
reflects the different emphasis they place on the various causal factors (# 3).
Successfully addressing wicked problems usually involves a range of coordinated
and interrelated responses, given their multi-causal nature; it often also involves
trade-offs between conflicting goals (# 1).

Is the perception of the issue changing over time; in what direction:
negative, positive, ambiguous?
What development can be observed for an integrated, common “UN
narrative” on this issue? (see chapter 3 for relevant examples of
narratives that can cover important trends)
SDG2: can we create a synthesis between ‘fast food’ and ‘slow food’
(or between the Wizard and the Prophet)?
SDG3: competing explanations for problems of health exist around
the world: is health an individual responsibility or a government
responsibility; what about ‘public health’ issues? How to organize
the health system efficiently (costs) and effectively (health benefits),
partly depends on the approach to these questions.
SDG5: Perception frames on gender equality are not the same around
the world; to what extent is this issue influenced by religious
interpretations as well as by fundamental ideas of human rights and
responsibilities (for instance: china stressing collective rights versus
US stressing individual freedom rights).
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Fiche #8. Multi-Source
CA:
Nature

Level at which information and sources of the message can be unambiguously
verified
•
•

•

•

•
V:
Trends

•
•

U:
Illustrative
SDGs

•

The extent to which reliable, transparent and verifiable sources of knowledge
and information are developed and robust, relevant data can be distinguished;
Knowledge ambiguity: Disagreement among stakeholders on what can be
considered relevant and reliable sources, increases the wickedness of the
issue;
Knowledge and intervention ambiguity: Algorithms are affecting the kind of
information that is presented to us in intransparant ways, creating filter
bubbles and online ‘echo chambers’ that reinforce ideological silos and
societal divides that drive polarization;
Knowledge and intervention ambiguity: Digitalization provides new ways of
manipulating facts (‘fake news’, ‘fake footage’) that instantly spread around
the world, thereby distorting perceptions, diverting attention, thwarting
decision-making, and undermining collective action and democratic
processes;
Intervention ambiguity: How great is the challenge of ‘infobesitas’ (selecting
relevant information over abundant information).

How fast can specific voids in the indicator set up of the SDG targets
be filled?
Is it possible to combine quantitative and qualitative sources to come to
forms of ‘triangulation’ (which creates complementary data points for
a specific phenomenon)?
All 169 SDG targets: in particular Tier III targets (that are not yet
documented) present reliability issues. But many data are still missing
in the whole SDG set-up; what is the state of affairs of data gathering;
and what does this imply for adequate trend analyses in a specific
target area?
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Fiche # 9. Multi-Stakeholder
CA:
Nature

Number of involved or affected parties; heterogeneity in logics, stakes,
expectations, behaviours and identities
•

•

•

•

V:
Trends
U:
Illustrative
SDGs

The greater the number of stakeholders involved with conflicting logics,
expectations, stakes, ways of behaviour and identities, the higher the level of
complexity;
What is the strength of alignment between multi-stakeholders: bound together
through level playing field, minimum rules, (moral) norms, principles,
cultures, ideologies?
Knowledge ambiguity: Relevant knowledge and capacities generally reside
with multiple parties. Joined-up knowledge as a condition for developing
more resilient strategies in coping with wickedness; Knowledge and
intervention ambiguity: political conflict over definition of the problem, the
values at stake, the appropriateness of policy measures and rules;
Intervention ambiguity: Coordination, collaboration and alignment of
relationships; can dynamic complexities (#5 and #6) be sufficiently mediated
through the involvement of the most important stakeholders (‘coalitions of
the willing’ to mobilize ‘coalitions of the needed’), to create smarter
interventions along the way?

Is there an increasing or decreasing trend in the formation of multiplestakeholder platforms and arrangements?
• Nexus: All issues surrounding poverty (SDG1), good jobs (SDG8),
income inequality (SDG10), gender equality (SDG5) and education
(SDG4) start with the way important stakeholders in society are able
to strike a social contract around a number of collective action issues
like the establishment of minimum wages, pensions, working
conditions and the like (SDG8). Social contract can best be
established between representatives of state, market (employers) and
civil society (employees, workers). The better the negotiations
between these stakeholders get institutionalized (SDG16) the easier it
is to renew and upgrade social contracts.
• SDG17: what is the state of partnerships between countries on this
issue? Effective funding, effective partnering? Has it become easier or
more difficult to create global multilateral partnerships between
governments to address all relevant issues of sustainable development
(including climate change, global poverty, migration or terrorism)?
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Fiche #10. Multi-responsibility
CA:
Nature

Sources of responsibility related to roles, loci of power, control, agency,
means and spheres of influence
•

•
•

V:
Trends

•
•

U:
Illustrative
SDGs

•
•

•

The greater the fragmentation of responsibilities, sources of power, agency
and control, the higher the level of complexity;
Intervention ambiguity: allocation of responsibilities is unclear in case of
institutional voids and lacking governance mechanisms (structures, processes)
needed to align agency and coordinate action;
Intervention ambiguity: much of the differences in growth records between
states can be explained by political decisions to adopt looser or tighter
regimes of state control over economic activity, and the institutional and
governance arrangements that result from that.

How stable are societal arrangement around this issue? At what level
do institutional voids appear and what are the trends for instance in the
nature and size of the ‘trust gap’
What are the trends concerning governance: centralizationdecentralisation of responsibilities? Is coordinate between these trends
(policy coherence) becoming more or less of a challenge?
SDG 6: water and sanitation often represent a ‘common pool’
problem; who is going to take responsibility?
SDG8: division of roles and responsibilities for economic growth of
the country; degree of centralization of labor laws (defining minimum
wages); in more corporatist countries tripartite negotiation
arrangements exist that create a minimum wage level that is beyond a
‘living wage’.
SDG 11: sustainable cities and communities: who governs, who
finances?
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3. Examples of student assessments per SDG: the POSTER experience
For each of the SDGs we selected exemplary posters created by students at the Rotterdam
School of Management in the 2018-2022 period (see on this website under ‘cases/posters:
SDGs). The students spent around a week in a ‘wisdom of the crowd’ setting in which they
were asked to come to consent on their assessment of the wickedness of one SDG or one SDG
target. The technique is further elaborated in chapter 4 of the book. In this assignment they were
also asked to assess the ‘trends’ and selected possible cases that – in their view – addressed the
SDG in an exemplary manner. By doing this, they therefore also applied the CAVU model of
Figure 2, without however, really making a full-swing analysis and thus defining an
‘intervention logic’. That would be the next step in any more detailed expose on this SDG, in
which also a more sophisticated analytical model is needed that has been explained in chapter
5 of the book and which for instance takes the context of the SDG into account (national,
sectoral, timely) as well as the partnership configuration that is adopted in order to address the
SDG at the appropriate level of ‘wickedness’. The posters, in any case, point at the didactical
usefulness of the ten-point scale. The posters served as input for in-class discussions, whilst the
VUCA model of Figure 1, triggered the groups to discuss the kind of ‘intervention’ logic they
deemed necessary to address the SDG. In case two or three groups could work on the same
SDGs in parallel groups, they in-class discussion proved very constructive – even at the level
of bachelor students.
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